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Abstract 

A theorem of  Faith and Walker asserts that a ring R  is quasi-Frobenius if 
and only if every injective right R-module is projective and hence that every 
right module over a quasi-Frobenius ring embeds in a free module. There is 
an open question here. If we call a ring R a right FGF-ring if every finitely 
generated right R-module can be embedded in a free right R-module, it is 
not known if the following assertion is true:  The FGF- Conjecture. Every 
right FGF -ring is quasi-Frobenius.  Here are four important results on th 
conjecture: (1) every left Kash , right FGF-ring is quasi-Frobenius. (2) 
every right self-injective, right FGF-ring is quasi Frobenius. (3) every right 
perfect, right FGF-ring is quasi-Frobenius. (4) ever right CS, right FGF- 
ring is quasi-Frobenius. We then turn to the fundamental work of Gomez 
Pardo and Guil Asensio. A ring R is called aright CF- ring if every cyclic 
(that is principal) right R-module can be embedded in a free module. The 
open question here is as follows:The CF-conjecture : every right CF-ring is 
right artinian . Referring to (4) from the preceding list, Gomez Pardo and 
Guil Asensio prove that every right CS, right CF-ring is right artinian. The 
paper concludes with a relation between CF-ring and CEP-ring . 
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1. Introduction 

       The FGF problem originated in the work of levy [12] and received its 
name and current form from Faith [4]. In [13] Menal considered a modified 
version of the problem by proving that a ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and 
only if every right R-module generated   elements embeds in a free R-
module, where   is the cardinality of a set of generators of  the injective 
hull E(R) . subsequently, Menal [13] asked whether  a  cardinal   exists 
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such that every GF  ring is quasi-Frobenius  (where a ring R is called 
right GF  if every   generated right R-module embeds in a free 
module). This question was answered  affirmatively by Gomez Pardo and 
Guil Asensio in [7] for R .  

       The fact that a ring R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if every right R-
module can be embedded in a free module was proved in 1967 by Faith and 
walker [5]. More  recently, Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio have carried out 
a fundamental study of the conjecture, and a thorough discussion of the 
recent work on the problem can be found in [8]. Here are four important 
results on this conjecture : A right FGF-ring is quasi-Frobenius if it has any 
of the following properties : 
 

(1)  Left Kash (Kato[10]) 

(2)  Right self-injective (Bjork [3], Tolskaya [20], Osofsky [18])  

(3)  Right perfect (Rutter [19]) 

(4)  Right CS (Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio [6]) 

In 1997 Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio [6] showed that if every cyclic 
(respectively finitely generated) right R-module is essentially embedded in 
a projective module then R is right artinian (respectively quasi-Frobenius). 
In [7] they also proved that, if R is a right CF-ring and every right R-
module has a maximal submodule, then R is right artinian . Moreover, they 
showed that R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if it is a right FGF- ring and 
every countably generated right R-module has a maximal  submodule. In 
1966 Faith proved that a ring is quasi-Frobenius if and only if every 
projective right module is injective; the fact this is equivalent to every 
injective module being projective is duo to Faith and Walker in 1967 [5, 
Theorem 5.3] . 
     Throughout this paper all rings R are associative with identity and all 
modules are unitary. Let N be any submodule of the module M, N is said to 
be small in M, denoted by N<<M, if N+K M for any proper submodule K 
of M. For amodule M, we write J(M) for the Jacobson radical of M. It is 
well-known that J(M) is a sum of all small submodules of M, and it is a 
small submodule of M if M is finitely generated. The notations N ess M and 

N d M mean that N is essential and direct summand submodule of M, 
respectively. The module M is called CS-module if for any submodule of M 
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is essential in a direct summand of M. CS-module is also said to be C1 or 
extending module in the context. Every injective module is CS-module. A 
module M is said to satisfy C2 condition if every submodule that is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a direct summand, and is said 

to satisfy C3 condition if for any M1
d M and M2

d M with M1  M2 =0, 

then M1 M2 
d M. A module M is called continuous if it is CS and (C2) 

and is called  quasi continuous if it is CS and (C3) .  A ring R is called right 
CS-ring if the right R-module RR is CS-module and we say that the ring R is 
left continuous if it is left CS-ring and the left R-module RR satisfies (C2). 
And R is right quasi continuous if it is right CS-ring and the right R-module 
RR satisfies (C3), and similarly for the other conditions we have just defined 
for modules. Let M be any module. If there exists an epimorphism p : P 
M such that P is projective and Ker(p)<< P, then it is said that P is a 
projective cover of M. Let M be a module. M is said to be semiperfect if any 
homomorphic image of M has a projective cover. R is called semiperfect 
ring if every simple R- module has a projective cover. We call M  CSSES-
module if M is a CS, semiperfect module with essential socle. We call the 
ring R  right CSSES-ring if the right R-module RR is CSSES-module over R. 
A right R-module M is called Kasch module if every simple right R-module 
can be embedded into M. A ring R is right Kasch if  RR is a Kasch module. 
Recall that R  is called a right principally injective (briefly right P -
injective) ring if every R -homomorphism from a principal right ideal of R  
into R  extends to an endomorphism of R . Also, a module MR is called FP-
injective if, for any finitely generated submodule K of a free right R-module 
F, every R-linear map RMK   extends to a map RR MF  , and so we call 
a ring R right FP-injective ring if the RR is an FP-injective module. The 
Jacobson radical, right socle, left socle, right singular ideal and left singular 
ideal of R are denoted by J=J(R), soc(RR), soc(RR), Z(RR)  and Z(RR), 
respectively. Right (respectively, left) annihilators will be denoted as 
rX(Y)={xX :xy=0 for all yY} (respectively, lX(Y)={yY :yx=0 for all x
X}). Multiplication maps x ax and  x xa will be denoted a• and •a 
respectively. For a right ideal I of R, we write In (respectively, In) for the set 
of all n1 (respectively, 1n  ) matrices over I. For the unexplained 
terminology and undefined notations used in the text, the reader is referred 
to [2], [11], [14], and [21]. 
 
We begin with the following useful Lemmas most of which is very likely 
known, but whose proof we include for the sake of completeness. 
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Lemma 1.1: (Vamos Lemma) :  A module is Artinian if and only if every 
factor module is finitely cogenerated. 
Proof: The condition is clearly necessary. So assume that M / N is finitely 
cogenerated for all submodules N. 
Claim: If M is finitely cogenerated and  21 NN are nonzero 

submodules of  M, then 0i iN . Write )(MsocNS ii   so that 

 21 SS in soc(M). But soc(M) is artinian (by hypothesis), so

 1kk SS  for some k. Hence kiii SSMsocN  )()( and 

0kS  because MMsoc ess)( . Thus 0i iN , proving the Claim. Now 

assume that  21 NN are submodules of M; we must show that

 1kk NN  for some  k. If ii
NN  we have  NNNN 21  

in NM  and 0)( NNii .  Since NM   is finitely cogenerated by 

hypothesis, the claim shows that 0NN k  for some k. Hence 

NNNN kk   1 , and the proof is completed .                     

 
      Recall that a module MR is called mininjective if, for every simple right 
ideal K of R, each R-homomorphism RMK :  extends to MR : . 

A ring R is called right mininjective ring if and only if every R-
homomorphism RRT :  can be extended to RR RR   for every simple 
right ideal T. 
 
Lemma 1.2: (Ikeda's Theorem) : The following conditions are equivalent 
for a ring R : 
 

(1)  R is quasi Frobenius . 

(2)  R is two-sided mininjective and two sided artinian . 

Proof: See [9] . 
 
We begin by showing that the FGF-conjecture is true if we insist that every 
right and every left finitely generated module embeds in a free module. In 
fact we have the following lemma: 
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Lemma 1.3: A ring is quasi-Frobenius if and only if every right and every 
left cyclic module can be embedded in a free module. 
Proof: If the condition holds and T is any right ideal of R, let 

)(: nRTR   be an embedding. If ),,()1( 1 naaT   then 

},,{ 1 naarT  so )(TrlT  . Similarly, )(LlrL   for every left ideal L of 

R, so R is a dual ring. Hence [15] and [16] show that R is left and right 
finitely cogenerated (because it is embedded in a finite direct sum of copies 
of  R). Hence R is left and right artinian by Lemma 1.1. But R is right and 
left P-injective (being a dual ring), and so is right and left mininjective. 
Thus R is quasi-Frobenius by Lemma 1.2.                           
 
The following results records some properties of the right CF and FGF- 
rings 
 
Lemma 1.4: Let R be a ring : 

(1)  R is a right CF-ring if and only if every right ideal T has the form 
T=r(F) for some finite set RF   . In this case R is left P-injective 
and right Kasch . 

(2)  If R is a right FGF-ring, then R is left FP-injective. 

(3)  The condition "right FGF-ring" is a Morita invariant. 

Proof: (1). If T is a right ideal and )(: nRTR   is an embedding, then 

},,{ 1 naarT   , where ),,()1( 1 naaT   . Conversely, 

},,{ 1 naarT   then  ),,( 1 rarar n   is an R-linear )(nRR   with 

kernel T. This proves the first sentence, and the rest follows by taking T to 
be principal and maximal, respectively. 
(2) and (3). Observe that a ring is right FGF-ring if and only if every 
finitely generated right module can be embedded in a projective module, 
and so (3) follows from the Morita equivalence. Hence, if R is a right FGF- 
ring then )(RM n  is also a right FGF-ring, and so it is left P-injective by (1). 

Hence R is left FP-injective by [17, Theorem 3.8], proving (2) .               
 
Clearly, every right FGF-ring is a right CF-ring. The converse is not true:  
 
Example 1.5:   let F be a field and assume that FFF : is an 

isomorphism given by aa  , where the subfield FF  and 
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 )dim(2 F
F

 is finite. Let }0,,1{},1{ 2
1010  tFaataatFR  

denote the left vector space on basis {1,t}, and make R into an F-algebra by 
defining 02 t  and tata   for all Fa  . Then R is a left CF but not left 
FGF-ring. 
Proof:   By [1, Example 6.7] , the cyclic left R-modules are 0, R, and 

JJR  . Since each is embedding in RR , R is a left CF-ring. However, R 
is not left mininjective by [1, Example 6.7], so it is not a right FGF-ring by 
lemma 1.4. Since R is not quasi-Frobenius, it is not a right CF-ring by 
Lemma 1.3 .                                                                                
 
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for a right FGF-ring to be 
quasi-Frobenius. 
 
Theorem 1.6:   Every right CS, right CF-ring is right artinian. In particular, 
every right CS, right FGF-ring is quasi Frobenius. 
Proof:   If R is right CS and right CF then RR has finitely generated, 
essential socle  by  [1, Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.8]. Thus so does each 
cyclic right R-module, because it embeds in a free module. By lemma 1.1 R 
is then right artinian. If R is right FGF it is left FP-injective by Lemma 1.4. 
Then [ 17, Theorem 3.18] shows that R is quasi-Frobenius.                   
 
       We conclude this paper by introducing a class of rings called CEP-ring  
that is a ring R is called CEP-ring if every cyclic right R-module is 
essentially embeddable in a projective module. It is clear that every right 
CEP-ring is right CF-ring, since any projective module is a direct summand 
of a free module. We finally give an important  result duo to Pardo and 
Assensio.   
 
Theorem 1.7:   Every right CEP-ring is right artinain. 
Proof:   See [6] . 
 
         Now, we could reduce CF conjecture to the following question : 
Is a right or left CF-ring necessarily right or left CEP-ring ?. In fact, the 
positive answer definitely would solve the CF conjecture by using Theorem 
1.7. To clarify this we mention the following theorem which is proved in 
[1] as [Theorem 3.20]. 
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Theorem 1.8: Let R be a right CF-ring . Then  
(1)  R is right Kasch. 

(2)  R is left P-injective. 

(3)  If, in addition, R is a left Kasch ring. Then :   

(i) R is right quasi continuous. 

(ii) R is right continuous. 

(iii) R is right artinian and so right noetherian. 

(iv) R is semilocal with )()( RJRZ R   and  

))(())(( RsoclRsocl RR   )(RJ  

(v) R is right CSSES-ring. 

Theorem 1.9: Every right CEP-ring is right CSSES-ring. 
Proof:   Let R be a CEP-ring. Then R is right CF-ring. It follows that R is 
right Kasch and left P-injective ring by Theorem 1.8(1),(2). Since R is a 
right CEP-ring, therefore, it is right artinian by [6]. Since for a right CF-
ring, every right ideal is an annihilator. Thus by  [1, Theorem 3.21 

)8()4(  ], R is left Kasch. Hence R is right CS-ring by the proceeding 

Theorem 1.8(3)(v).                                                                     
 
Question : Is a right or left CSSES and right or left Kasch ring necessarily 
right or left CEP-ring ?. In fact, the answer is no. See [1, Example 3.23 and 
Example 5.11(5)]. 
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